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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, month’s new products, and details on our De-
cember 2015 discount promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

Woohoo!

Three more chapters of Metahuman Martial Arts 
3e made it into layout in November and are in proof-
ing. And the best part? They included the largest 
chapters in the book. This means the bulk of this 
project is done. Hopefully I’ll get it wrapped up and 
onto (virtual) shelves by the end of the year or early 
on in 2016.

Other than that, our new Crawthorne’s Catalog of 
Creatures line of Pathfinder RPG products continues 
to come out strong with releases written by me, Emily 
Brumfield, and Spike Y Jones. I also released a new Sav-
age Worlds product line, Lots of Horror, which present 
Lovecraftian items that end up available for auction.

Have a great holiday season, everyone!

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print 
products through Lulu. You can also download our 
most recent catalog of print products here.

Misfit Studios' 
New Releases -- 
Game Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in November 
of 2015. 

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Crawthorne’s Catalog of Crea-
tures: Werespider

Stock #: MIS0028

Each release for Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures for the Pathfinder RPG pres-
ents a single, new creature for your Pathfinder RPG game, as presented by the fa-
mous and retired monster hunter and adventurer, Lord Crawthorne. Each release 
presents game stats for the new creature, as well as three adventure ideas to help 
insert them into your game.

The Werespider is an orderly, dangerous hunter that enjoys sitting at the center 
of its web as its prey walks in to get caught. This product presents game stats for the 
werespider in its human and hybrid form, as well as three new feats appropriate to 
such characters.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Dragon Flight

Stock #: MIS9230

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a nighttime Dragon Flight. Why is 
this powerful creature in service or allied to the human sorcerer? Is it a mindless 
beast answering its master’s call? Is it somehow being controlled? And just what is 
this sorcerer commanding the dragon to do?

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Di-
mensions are 9 x 12 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

W Fraser Sandercombe Presents: 
Changing Worlds

Stock #: MIS9231
This stock art image by W Fraser Sandercombe presents a woman standing with-

in the Changing Worlds around her as they converge in the wilderness. Are these 
spheres glimpses into other realities? The future? The past?

The image dimensions are 15” x 18” (you may resize and crop it, so long as the 
signature remains), and includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165449?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165523?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165384?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165384?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165449?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165523?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
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Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures: 
Ioun Eater

Stock #: MIS0032
Each release for Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures for the Pathfinder RPG presents a 

single, new creature for your Pathfinder RPG game, as presented by the famous and re-
tired monster hunter and adventurer, Lord Crawthorne. Each release presents game stats 
for the new creature, as well as three adventure ideas to help insert them into your game.

An unusual and diminutive construct, the Ioun Eater is solely motivated by its desire to 
seek out and swallow ioun stones to bring back to its master. It will go wherever it needs 
to find them, taking them without pause or permission. As it feasts upon ioun stones, the 
construct grows, gaining strength. It can also expel an ioun stone it has previously swal-
lowed, transforming the artifact into an explosive attack.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Jason Moser Presents: American Dream

Stock #: MIS9232

This stock art image by Jason Moser depicts a woman walking away from a distant 
city to walk into the wasteland, symbolically leaving the American Dream behind. 
Ideal for a post-apocalyptic or similarly dystopic product. Presented at 7.5 x 11” di-
mensions.

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165715?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165802?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165715?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/165802?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
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Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures: 
Imperial Land Griffon

Stock #: MIS0034

Each release for Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures for the Pathfinder RPG presents a sin-
gle, new creature for your Pathfinder RPG game, as presented by the famous and retired 
monster hunter and adventurer, Lord Crawthorne. Each release presents game stats for 
the new creature, as well as three adventure ideas to help insert them into your game.

An unusual and diminutive construct, the Imperial Land Griffon is essentially a wing-
less hippogriff, bred for use by grounded cavalry. Although there are some that have 
escaped to live and breed in the wild, most live in captivity to be trained to serve as 
war mounts or for scouting. Either is very dangerous and not to be underestimated 
simply because they cannot fly.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Scott Harshbarger Presents: 
Flight of the Migo

Stock #: MIS9233

This stock art piece by Scott Harshbarger presents the Flight of the Migo, brain 
boxes in hand. Are they on their way to steal human brains or are they returning from 
such a mission?

This image is presented at 5 x 7 inches in size.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 
dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Alien Bloodhound

Stock #: MIS9234

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts an Alien Bloodhound or some similar 
type of monster. What are these creatures bred to hunt, and just how good are they 
at it? And, perhaps most importantly, what do they do with their prey once it’s been 
caught?

The image is 8 x 5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166296?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166308?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166409?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166296?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166308?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166409?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Griffon

Stock #: MIS9235

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a dismounted Griffon Rider and her 
mount perched, on watch. What is this warrior and her flying steed looking for? Are 
they guarding the borders of a particular kingdom? Hunting a goblin raiding party? 
Scouting an approaching army?

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 5.75 x 8 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures: 
Skyfire Tree

Stock #: MIS0034

Each release for Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures for the Pathfinder RPG pres-
ents a single, new creature for your Pathfinder RPG game, as presented by the famous 
and retired monster hunter and adventurer, Lord Crawthorne. Each release presents 
game stats for the new creature, as well as three adventure ideas to help insert them 
into your game.

You may think the most dangerous attack the Skyfire Tree possesses is its bite, 
based on its massive, sharp teeth filled maw. You would be wrong. A skyfire tree is 
not only capable of unleashing a deadly electrical blast, as well as stealing a victim’s 
thoughts for the purpose of enhancing its own sense of identity. Although not inher-
ently evil, these plant creatures are self-serving and dangerous.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Lots of Horror: McBride .44 Colt

Stock #: MIS7038

Every Lots of Power offering provides an item lot presented as though part of an 
auction. This is an easy way to introduce the item into your game: someone bought the 
item and now all hell is breaking loose!

This release includes the McBride .44 Colt Model 1860. This is a revolver gifted by 
Robert E. Lee to a Confederate Colonel during the American Civil War for the purpose 
of conducting still-unknown clandestine operations of the deadliest sort. Even today, 
it is said the rage and pain this weapon has seen still surrounds it.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included. Some material 
is reprinted for customer convenience.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166651?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/167389?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/167353?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/166651?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/167353?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/167389?affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
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Promotions

This month, we’re offering a free download of our Crawthorne’s Catalog of Crea-
tures: Abroa for the Pathfinder RPG. If you like what you see, have a look at the rest of 
the Crawthorne’s Catalog of Creatures product line.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9c0283a6ff&affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9c0283a6ff&affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9c0283a6ff&affiliate_id=34429&src=December2015OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

